Preliminary Statistics for Targeted Individuals
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Abstract

Rev 1B - This short ebook contains the best available statistics and data that the team at
Targeted Justice has been able to collect from Targeted Individuals. It provides approximate answers to the percentage of Targeted Individuals that are experiencing V2K, Directed Energy Weapons, Organized Stalking, and Synthetic Telepathy. This author has previously estimated there are about 170,000 Targeted Individuals in the United States and more than 1 million worldwide. From the 746 members in this survey, about half answered these questions, and we have the following summary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median Age</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Years Targeted</td>
<td>6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing Organized Stalking</td>
<td>92.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing Directed Energy Weapons</td>
<td>89.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing Synthetic Telepathy</td>
<td>75.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing V2K</td>
<td>66.2 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Colorado and Washington states were found to have unusually high rates of Targeted Individuals. Colorado has the domestic headquarters for the CIA and the Air Force Space Command. Washington state has Boeing, Microsoft, and Amazon (known Deep State contractors), as well as two very large military bases. Washington D.C. appears to have the highest rate anywhere, of Targeted Individuals. However, more data and a larger sample size is needed. Other states with a high rate of Targeted Individuals include: Arizona, Hawaii, California, Georgia, Louisiana.

V2K means Voice-to-Skull. Working with Targeted Individuals is not a routine or trustworthy relationship, due to the nature of the targeting. We are grateful to those that participated in this effort. Targeted Justice continues to work towards resolution of these horrendous crimes, and we welcome your input and suggestions.

This data is summarized from a membership list of 746 member applications, December 2017 thru October 2018. We cannot guarantee that shill data and/or shill members do not exist within this data. However, we also have no evidence to suggest that it is a significant effect within the data fields. About half of the members have voluntarily provided answers to the simple questions. No one's application was denied for failing to provide answers.

I have labeled this data and summary as preliminary because it has not been collected under ideal conditions. It is possible that no one will be able to reasonably obtain high-quality data from this group, because of the nature of the targeting. Some of the answers are based on the perceptions of the individual, rather than specific or measurable facts. However, this is relevant, because the individual is then reacting to future events based upon the perceived technology.

Synthetic telepathy is difficult to explain because it is so easily dismissed by outsiders. Yet the majority of Targeted Individuals clearly believe that it exists. In my discussions with Targeted Individuals, their understanding of Synthetic Telepathy is – the ability to read your mind using technology, including seeing thru your eyes, hearing thru your ears, and feeling what you feel. Again, this is my opinion, and no statistics were gathered on the interpretation of the question. It is an area for future researchers.

One of the best conclusions that can be drawn from this research is that, in spite of the
enormous power of this technology, it is clear that the CIA cannot control people on a mass scale. If they could, then Hillary Clinton would have been elected President, and Putin would have turned over Russia to the Deep State. If the CIA was able to control a large mass of people, every gun owner would have already surrendered their guns and gladly fell in step behind the CIA criminals. But it has not happened. The technology can be used to influence and manipulate on a mass scale, but not control. I will refer readers to my previous ebook on the “Manipulation of Secondary Personalities.”

Background

Targeted Justice has collected data from Targeted Individuals. It provides a number of important answers about the targeting program, including V2K, Directed Energy Weapons, Organized Stalking, and Synthetic Telepathy. From the 746 members, about half answered these questions

Here are the format questions that were presented for Targeted Individuals:

First Name
Last Name
Email Address
Address
Address Line 2
City
State/Province/Region
Postal/Zip Code
Country
Phone Number
Website
Birthday – MM/DD
Age
Years Targeted
Experiencing Organized Stalking? Y/N
Experiencing Directed Energy Weapons? Y/N
Experiencing V2K Y/N
Experiencing Synthetic Telepathy? Y/N
Would you like to volunteer for Targeted Justice?
Email Format – html/text

This is certainly not a comprehensive survey, and it was not intended to be. We had to consider the amount of information that would not deter the prospective TI from being scared away. They have every reason to be suspicious of external requests and fake help.

From this list, the synthetic telepathy question is the most misunderstood, and there are a number of reasons for this.

Here are some examples of synthetic telepathy.
A Targeted Individual thinks the thought, “my thumb is scratched.” And within 2 seconds, the thumb is hit with a microwave beam. This statement was only made by the TI mentally, and not vocally. After a number of similar events, the TI then concludes that this could not be a random coincidence. The person eventually attributes it to synthetic telepathy or mind-reading. Yes, there are some alternate explanations for certain events, but I have also encountered events from TI's that would be difficult to explain otherwise. Again, I am fully aware of the effort in convincing an outsider that this is occurring. The majority of TI's believe the technology is real and have personally experienced it. It should be emphasized that the synthetic telepathy does not occur all of the time. This suggests that it involves manual control, and having a real person involved, which does not occur 24 hours each day. The software program called Adobe VoCo and is often used to capture the voice signature of a particular person, so that the target thinks this person is on the other end of their harassment.

Much of the time, a computer-generated voice is used with the V2K for harassment. Targeted Individuals should consider that their V2K voice does not take bathroom breaks, sleep, or eat meals - it's a computer. Until recently, the world record for continuous talking was 48 hours, and then it was bested by the same person who was able to go without sleep, and continue talking for 124 hours. An amazing feat. But for Targeted Individuals that think their ex-husband has talked continuously thru V2K at them for 6 months – I have some helpful information for you. It's not your ex-husband – that is a computer generated voice.

For the novice, Voice-to-Skull is known as V2K. It is a form of projected/directed voices that can target a person's brain, while others around them cannot hear the voice. There are a number of patents on this technology, and it was utilized in the first Gulf War in the 1990's to get muslim troops to surrender. It was called the “Voice of Allah,” or the “Voice of God.” I recommend the website wanttoknow.org for additional information on V2K – it is well-researched.

**SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Approximately half of the members answered the questions.

Membership List, October 2018 746

Age range 21 – 83 years old
Median Age 46

Years targeted, range 1 month - 54 years
Median Years Targeted 6 years

Experiencing Organized Stalking 92.5 %
Experiencing Directed Energy Weapons 89.0 %
Experiencing Synthetic Telepathy 75.2 %
Experiencing V2K 66.2 %
Washington D.C. appears to have the highest % rate anywhere, of Targeted Individuals. Colorado and Washington states were found to have unusually high rates of Targeted Individuals. Colorado has the domestic headquarters for the CIA and the Air Force Space Command. Washington state has Boeing, Microsoft, and Amazon (these are known Deep State contractors), as well as two very large military bases. Other states with a high % rate of Targeted Individuals include: Arizona, Hawaii, California, Georgia, Louisiana. It must be emphasized that a larger data sample is needed to confirm these results, so we will consider it preliminary.

Approximately 72% of the members offered to volunteer for the organization.

Table 1. Summary of statistical analysis of 746 members.

Conclusions

Described here are the preliminary statistical results of answers for 746 members of the Targeted Justice membership.

This document is a living document. The author reserves the right to make corrections and changes.
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APPENDIX

I am a proud government whistleblower – see my ebooks about the criminal acts of the CIA and FBI. Readers are advised that the NSA may be blocking or restricting access to some of my ebooks, especially outside the United States. Readers are further advised that digital tracking tags may have been placed in my ebooks. It may be best to download from Apple iBooks, if possible. Note how slowly the jpg's load into the ebook when viewing. The content of some ebooks may have been altered – still trying to monitor this. If you have tried to contact me, it is possible that emails and phone calls are being blocked (RLighthouse@protonmail.com) 713.three.zero.six.8287.

The government criminals latest hacking efforts include hiding information with the Page Break character. I am unable to delete these new page lines.

Readers are advised to review the website drjudywood.com which provides compelling evidence about 9-11. Dr Judy Wood and Dr Morgan Reynolds, university professors, filed lawsuits against the US Government for fraud and conspiracy about 9-11. Dr Woods scientific presentation is available at youtube. Readers are also advised to see the movie "Sirius" by Dr Steven Greer, M.D. It is available for free on Netflix, where it is the #1 documentary, and to watch the youtube videos by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, former Canadian Minister of Defense. He has a book titled, “The Money Mafia.”

Also, find my brief educational videos on youtube (Some have been blocked from the search engines).

For more than 5 years, this author has been stalked, harassed, and threatened by US Government agents from the CIA, FBI, and NSA - because of the content of these ebooks. My home has been broken into, repeatedly. In May 2014, my girlfriend was drugged and kidnapped from LaGuardia airport. This is not a joke. My computer, phone, and alarm system have been hacked, including those of my friends and family. It is truly sad and pathetic, these agencies have become criminal organizations. If something happens to me (disappearance, false criminal charges, sudden accident, etc. - my readers can be certain that the FBI and CIA were involved. I would never deliberately harm myself, it is against my beliefs. In my opinion, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is behind these criminal acts; David Rockefeller was the CEO and Chairman for many years.
Figure 1. ISBN for the ebook.